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SUBJECT:  Early Alert System Review 
 

During the final week of the 2011 Legislative Session, House Bill 1235 pass through both 
the House and the Senate garnering approval for the creation of a one-time $1.5 million 
Performance Enhancement Fund for the South Dakota Regental system.  As the bill was being 
prepared, the Board of Regents provided guidance to shape the legislation focusing on two 
critical areas of need that could be addressed through the use of a one-time appropriation.  The 
first focused on the creation of a performance fund to help institutions leverage non-state grant 
funding and continue efforts to build the state’s research infrastructure.  Specifically, funds 
would be used to target high-tech research initiatives to advance the future of wind, energy, the 
biofuels industry, medical research, information technology, and/or the financial services sector.  
Secondly, funds were requested to assist institutions in their efforts to further improve upon 
existing early alert systems.  As student retention continues to be a critical issue for 
postsecondary institutions nationwide, colleges and universities have begun to invest in robust 
“early-alert” systems that target at-risk students by fully integrating and analyzing existing data 
sources.  Currently, the Regental system has policies and practices in place that assist in 
capturing reports from individual faculty members at various points in the semester.  However, 
integration with live data from the common Learning Management System (LMS) and historical 
data from the common Student Information System (SIS) has not been targeted to assist in these 
efforts. 
 
System Early Alert Committee 
  

During the past year, both the Academic Affairs Council (AAC) and the Student Affairs 
Council (SAC) have been actively engaged in exploring the viability for implementing a 
systemic early-alert strategy.  Board of Regents staff and representatives from each campus 
responsible for improving student retention have been assigned to review institutional needs and 
explore the viability for products offered by both internal and external vendors (see Attachment I 
for a complete list of representatives).  An initial conference call was scheduled for June 2011 



and representatives discussed the status of their current early-alert strategies and specific 
institutional needs.   Institutional approaches include: 

 
Black Hills State University 

 
The early alert strategy at BHSU is driven primarily by faculty input as they encourage 

all faculty teaching courses at the institution to provide student assessments that are routinely 
integrated with the Student Information System (SIS).  Faculty are directed to a portal that 
allows them to make five different behavior selections (i.e., Absences, Tutoring, Exam 
performance, Missed exam, Missing/late assignment).  The PASS (Program for Academic 
Success) system was created by personnel at BHSU with intent to provide campus 
administrators with a notification whenever an assessment has been made on a student. 
Representatives within the Student Affairs division are then tasked with tracking and 
monitoring the follow-up that occurs with identified institutional staff (i.e., advising, tutoring, 
counseling, etc.).  When the PASS system was first implemented in the Fall of 2002, a total 
of 84 alerts were reported by faculty members.  The most recent data available from Fall 
2010 shows that a total of 431 alerts were submitted. However, most Fall amounts have 
exceeded 500 alerts with the highest being in Fall of 2004 when 570 alerts were sent.  Please 
note that these alerts could be duplicated as multiple faculty could report on the absences 
from one student across multiple courses, or an at-risk student may be experiencing 
performance issues across a number of courses.   

 
Currently, the institution averages over 550 alerts per Fall semester with 54% of the 

faculty members providing alerts of some kind on BHSU students during the Fall 2010 
semester.  When further exploring the retention rates of those students for whom faculty have 
provided alerts, more than 60% were retained between the Fall and Spring semesters during 
the 2010-11 academic year, and 73% were retained within the system.  Specifically, the 
institution noted one critical need beyond their current system which includes: 1) A system 
that would allow the generation of data similar to what is available in solutions that have 
Enterprise Reporting Capacity.  Presently, data from the PASS system are obtained through 
the institutions SQL server which limits the number of end users who may benefit from the 
data that could be generated from the system.  

 
Dakota State University 

 
The Early Alert solution employed at DSU was established in 2005 using funds acquired 

through a Title III grant.  Using those funds, a web-based solution was developed which 
provides faculty an opportunity to supply online alerts tied to two general themes of 
behaviors.  Faculty are encouraged to report “No-Shows” within the first few class periods, 
or at the first sign that a student is struggling academically.  Alert Categories used include: 1) 
Academic Performance – attendance, missed assignments, poor performance on 
assignments/test, failure to bring books to class, failure to take notes in class, 
recommendation for tutoring, disability issues; and 2) Behavioral Concerns – inappropriate 
behavior in class, excessive tardiness, shows disrespect for instructors/other students, 
inappropriate comments in class or in written work.   
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Once an alert is received, the student’s advisor is notified and a series of flags have been 
built into the system to notify the appropriate staff that may have monitoring responsibilities 
(i.e., Athletic Department, Student Development, and/or the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
(if the student has self identified to the OMA.))  Student Affairs personnel are asked to deal 
directly with the alert unless the student is on academic probation.  Referrals for probation 
students are addressed by the student’s probation counselor.  The advisor or appropriate staff 
make inquiries with the student and are also asked to follow-up with the faculty member to 
provide an update on the intervention via e-mail.  The interventions (actions) and their results 
(outcomes) are also logged in the Early Alert Database, accessible by instructor, advisor, and 
system administrator.  If the situation/behavior does not improve, the faculty member is 
asked to refer the student again and the extent of the intervention will escalate. 
Approximately 32% of students referred within a given semester are referred at least one 
additional time during the semester, resulting in more intrusive interventions. 

 
DSU has experienced success with the system over time.  During the 2005-06 academic 

year, a total of 340 referrals were made and this has increased to 818 (471 unduplicated 
students referred) during the 2010-11 academic year.  Currently, 50% of the instructors 
provide alerts each year and the Fall to Spring persistence rate has experienced a significant 
17% increase since the second year of implementation (67% growth to 84% this past year). 
Administrators of the system have noted that students tend to respond at a higher rate over 
the course of the implementation as advisors have become more accustomed to employing 
the appropriate type/level of intervention.  Specifically, the institution noted two critical 
needs beyond their current system which include: 1) the need for faculty “buy-in” to the 
system.  Currently, around 50% of instructors use the EA system at least once during a given 
academic year.  However, there are still many instructors of 100 and 200 level courses that 
do not; and 2) a critical review into changing campus policy, possibly to require instructors to 
submit referrals in specific situations, based on a list of courses themselves, or for all 100 and 
200 level courses, for example.     

   
Northern State University 

 
NSU is currently in the second year of development for its Early Alert system which has 

emphasized expanding outreach to faculty, staff, and support personnel on campus. The 
system resides in an access database hosted on the institution’s extranet, employing a set of 
alert categories that include non-attendance, sporadic attendance, student life (i.e., 
developmental, emotional and social difficulties), and academic difficulties such as the need 
for tutoring services or disability services. The system requests additional information from 
faculty when submissions are made.  NSU’s Academic policy addresses an academic 
progress Early Alert at the 3-week mark in the semester with emphasis given to instructors of 
all 100 and remedial level classes to submit information on students not attending or 
struggling with the course material.   

 
The comprehensive Early Alert system is currently in its infancy and finishing the first 

year of implementation with a desire to see an increase in student success in courses, an 
increase in overall course attendance and decreased withdrawal rates due to intervention 
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services.  Additionally, there is a desire to see an increase in the number of students who 
withdraw fully instead of taking all “F” grades at the semester mark to decrease the number 
of students who have to pay back financial aid.  Specifically, the institution noted three 
critical need areas beyond their current system, including a: 1) more comprehensive and user 
friendly referral system; 2) system which contains an automated response system to the 
referring party; and; 3) system that provides tracking for specific data sets identified as 
critical by the upper level administration. 

 
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 

 
SDSMT employs a three-pronged approach obtaining Early Alerts from faculty.  During 

the third week of the semester, administrative personnel contact faculty to identify those who 
are academically struggling, not attending or manifesting other issues of concern.  This 
information is then used to institute intervention from those in the area of advising, 
counseling, and/or tutoring services.  After the fifth week, a targeted approach is used to 
focus on what the institution has defined as “Barrier Courses” which have proven to cause 
academic performance issues for the largest percentage of SDSMT students (i.e., Calculus I, 
Calculus II, and Chemistry 112).  Faculty teaching these courses are asked to submit a list of 
those students experiencing some level of difficulty; Student Support personnel then follow-
up with these students to re-examine student academic goals, assess tutoring needs, or 
provide counseling.   

 
Finally, the institution places considerable focus on those students who are working on a 

third attempt in a course due to previous failure or withdrawal.  Before the start of the 
semester in which the third attempt occurs, students construct (with advisor assistance) a 
developmental plan to ensure increased success and are asked to attend a university 
symposium that focuses on study skills, motivation and time management improvement. 
Should a student decide to alter their current degree plans they are directed to work with an 
advisor to develop an academic plan and pre-registration holds are placed on the student in 
web-advisor until these steps have been performed.  Specifically, the institution noted one 
critical need beyond their current system which includes tracking students by early alert 
issues, problematic classes and those who eventually pass or fail the class.  A recommended 
approach is to use predictive analytics for determining what occurs to those students that are 
successful in high school chemistry/calculus courses and then struggle to find success in 
comparable college level coursework.  Many of these students enter the system in a state of 
denial who then becomes disillusioned after early failures stemming from the unanticipated 
rigor of college level work. 

 
South Dakota State University 

 
A three-pronged approach is currently used at SDSU to target at-risk students in their 

early alert model.  First, the institution focuses on “No-Shows” by asking faculty to report 
students who have not attended courses during the first few class sessions.  Administrative 
staff are then assigned to follow-up with these students to determine whether interventions 
are needed.  Secondly, those courses with a high percentage of “D, W, and F” grades are 
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monitored by asking faculty to provide updates on students that may be experiencing 
academic difficulty early in the semester.  A number of courses are routinely targeted for 
review (BIOL 221 & 101, CHEM 112 & 106 & 114, ACCT 210 & 211).  The midterm 
deficiency reports are used in conjunction with these lower performing courses as contacts 
are made with students in these sections; the institution has traditionally obtained a 50% 
response rate.  The communication comes directly from the Registrar’s office which is 
initially directed at faculty to provide additional insight on factors that may be contributing to 
the student’s lower performance levels.   

 
Finally, specific demographic groups are monitored (i.e., Athletes, Native Americans, 

Trio or First Generation, Disabled Students, Veterans) to ensure that students remain 
compliant with programmatic requirements.  Specifically, the institution noted two critical 
needs beyond their current system which includes the ability of the faculty for large sections 
to easily identify a large number of students for an early alert, the flexibility of having certain 
alerts notify others depending on the first response (workflow concept), and the ability to 
import large batches of students that we would identify based on predictive modeling.   

 
University of South Dakota 

 
USD is currently working to coordinate a collaborative approach to identifying and 

evaluating at-risk students.  Indicators are both academic and behavioral in nature. 
Academically, early alerts and mid-term grade deficiencies identify struggling students.  The 
generation of early alert reports began in 2002 as a means of alerting students to academic 
risk earlier than the mid-term deficiency notice does.  Faculty, specifically instructors of 
record for all 000-299 level courses, are required to report student deficiencies at the four-
week mark; faculty teaching any undergraduate course may elect to make an early alert 
report.  A comprehensive report of all early alerts is compiled by the Registrar and 
disseminated to the students’ academic advisors (through the Director of the Academic and 
Career Planning Center, alternatively, ACPC) and to the Case Management Committee, 
alternatively, CMC (through the Dean of Students).  Students receiving one or more early 
alerts will be notified through their “myU portal” with a message and contacted by their 
academic advisor via email.  Students with multiple alerts will likely be encouraged to 
engage in personal contact opportunities, i.e., in-person meetings, for assistance with 
determining appropriate resources and/or an appropriate course of action such as formulating 
a plan for success in each deficient course.  Students are encouraged to make use of faculty 
office hours to check in on their status, create a plan, and to assess progress.  Low-level risk 
assessment follow-up can include contact from residential Student Life staff who may 
connect with all floor members individually or remind residents at the next floor-meeting of 
available resources such as supplemental instruction, the math emporium, targeted tutoring 
opportunities such as study tables, etc.  Higher risk students, those with multiple alerts or 
those with an alert along with a behavioral flag or concern of some kind, will likely be 
contacted by a suitable CMC member.  Students receiving three or more alerts are routinely 
phoned by their academic advisor as follow up to an email message. 
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Mid-term deficiencies are procedurally similar to early alerts.  They too are faculty 
reported deficiencies recorded, however, at the eight-week mark.  Dissemination of and 
follow-up consequent to reports is the same as with early alerts.   Behavioral   response is 
often instigated by referral to the Case Management Committee.  The committee, analogous 
to what some institutions are calling behavioral intervention teams, is a small assemblage of 
individuals dealing with students of concern.  Concerns, whether ultimately determined to be 
immediately actionable cases or informational reports, are brought to the CMC’s collective 
attention by individual committee members who become aware of concerning situations 
through the course of their daily responsibilities, or are utilized as a conduit to the committee 
through their staffing or network structure.  The CMC is also alerted to concerns through “U 
Care Cards” which are resource and service provision referral constructs available to faculty 
and staff who are encouraged to fill out and submit cards in instances where a student is 
exhibiting at-risk or other concerning behaviors.  The mechanism was developed last year. 
The cards were distributed to deans and department chairs for their faculty and to staff in 
high contact or high traffic areas; some graduate assistants, those well-positioned to 
recognize concerning or markedly changed behaviors, also received cards and direction on 
making such referrals.  An electronic equivalent is available on our portal system.  Cards and 
electronic notice are routed to the Dean’s Office for response.  Referrals to the CMC are 
regularly made by faculty, staff, students themselves, and others through email and phone 
contact directly to CMC members.  For this past academic year, 650 CMC referrals resulted 
in outreach to 519 individual students for issues ranging from students seeking assistance due 
to family emergencies and illnesses to crisis-intervention.  

 
Additionally, the institution is experimenting with a mentor program initiated during the 

2010-11 academic year.  All first-year students are assigned a faculty or staff volunteer 
mentor who are asked to establish and maintain contact with their mentees.  Response to the 
the program as well as feedback post-first year implementation has varied and the institution 
is working to refine the parameters for the program as it transitions into its second year. 
Modification discussion has focused on students’ indicating interest in being paired with a 
mentor, rather than one being assigned to all newcomers, to providing more structured 
contact/interaction opportunities for mentors and their mentees.  Specifically, the institution 
noted critical need(s) beyond their current system which includes a reporting mechanism or 
component from which data points could be readily pulled. 

 
Review of Internal & External Vendor 
 
 As the committee has discussed their existing approaches, it was agreed that a 
comprehensive solution that integrates three primary data points should be explored.  These 
included: 1) Student historical performance data that exists within the Student Information 
System which can draw upon various forms of predictive analysis that have identified factors 
that influence student retention; 2) feedback in the form of “no-show,” “midterm grades,” “lack 
of attendance,” or “inappropriate behavior” reports that campuses collect from faculty/staff; and 
3) student progress or attendance level data that can be drawn from the LMS employed by the 
Regental system.  It was agreed that these three broad areas likely capture the features that Early 
Alert vendors have incorporated into their solutions.  It was further noted that there may be 
additional features that institutions may not be aware of which should be included in the 
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comprehensive review.  Additionally, the success of many of these early alert solutions often 
derive from the policies and procedures in place at the institution that aid in ensuring a more 
comprehensive set of early alert data points.  To address this issue, the committee developed a 
series of questions across three broad areas to be used when querying institutions utilizing one of 
the vendor products.  These questions include: 
 
 Implementation Processes and Policies 

• What processes were developed at your institution to implement your current 
system?   

• What types of collaboration are necessary on campus to make effective use of an 
Early Alert System?  

• What type of advising model do you use at your institution?  Do you feel that this 
system works well for the approach you currently use? 

• What types of policy/procedural changes had to occur on a campus prior to the 
implementation of a successful Early Alert System?  Did any new policies emerge 
after implementation as you gauged the utility of the system?  

• Are you able to customize at-risk behavioral indicators that may be unique to your 
institution (i.e., late for class, low exam scores, etc.) and intervention 
recommendations. 

• What are the communication processes between the faculty, advisor and retention 
officer?  To what extent are these communications automated? 

 
Data and System Evaluation  

• What type of feedback has been found to be most successful? 
• Have strategies been implemented to evaluate student attendance without direct 

reports from faculty?  
• How has your institution assessed the success of these systems?  What specific 

measures are they using for assessment? 
• How does the system interact/interface with the Student Information System?  

What about your Learning Management System? 
• How do you manage the level of access or restriction relating to the end users of 

your system?   
 

Data Reporting Timeline 
• What is the initial point in a semester when feedback is requested from faculty? 
• How periodic is feedback requested? 
• How long is information retained for historical purposes? 
• If you could start over again, what one thing would your institution do differently 

to make the system more successful? 
 
The committee’s next step is to identify institutions that employ the various EA solutions 

and probe them for information that can be used to make an informed decision.  The following 
assignments have been made asking that institutional representatives contact the campus 
personnel and obtain feedback that can be submitted into a portal managed at the system office.  
Institutional representatives have been asked to complete their interviews prior to July 29th.  
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Once all data are entered, the committee will move forward with the development of an RFP that 
will be used to select an appropriate vendor.  The goal is that this initial inquiry phase will be 
useful in helping the system develop an RFP that meets its specific needs.  Attachment II 
provides a list of vendors that have been identified by the review committee and includes 
background information, links to demos, as well as individual contacts at participating 
institutions.   
 

• DSU – MapWorks - Iowa State University – Ginny Arthur, Associate Director for 
Residence Life 515-294-7619, varthur@iastate.edu 

• USD – Mapworks - University of Wyoming – Becky Vinzant, Asst. to the VP Student 
Affairs 307-766-6440, rvinzant@uwyo.edu 

• SDSM&T – Retention Pro - DePaul University – Jon Boeckenstedt, Associate Vice 
President for Enrollment Management, 312-362-5128, jboecken@depaul.edu. 

• NSU – Retention Pro - Northern Kentucky University – Kelly Beers Cantrall, Director 
of Enrollment Operations, beersk@nku.edu 

• BHSU – Starfish - Iowa Valley Community College – Robert L. Moore, Director, 
iCreate, Title III Distance Learning Project, 641.844.5563, robert.moore@iavalley.edu 

• SDSU – Starfish - Paul Smith’s College – Loralyn Taylor, Registrar and Director of 
Institutional Research, 518- 327-6231, ltaylor@paulsmiths.edu 

• BOR – Retention Alert - Our Lady of the Lake University – Steven Salazar, Retention 
Coordinator, 210-431-4070 

• RIS – Retention Alert - Lake Land College – Andrea Daily, Business Analyst, 217-
234-5560 
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Attachment I 
 

System Representatives on the Early-Alert Committee 
 
South Dakota Board of Regents 

Paul Turman, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Suzanne Preszler, Colleague Administrator 

 
Black Hills State University 

Joe Valades, Director of Retention 
Rajeev Bukralia, Dean of Educational Outreach & Libraries 

 
Dakota State University 

Haomin Wang, Instructional Technology 
Marilyn Halgerson, Data Processing Supervisor 
Patti Beck, Student Success & Retention Coordinator 

 
Northern State University 

Joann Pomplun, Director of Computing Services 
Kate Coughlin, Co-Director of Office of Student Success 
Heidi Fisher, Co-Director of Office of Student Success 

 
SD School of Mines & Technology 

Michael Gun, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Pat Beu, Director of Retention & Testing 

 
South Dakota State University 

Jeff Vostad, Director of TRIO and SSS 
Aaron Aure, Registrar 

 
University of South Dakota 

Deborah Dodge, Assistant Dean of Students 
Jama Christopherson, Enrollment Services 
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Attachment II 
 

Early Alert Vendor Materials and Client Referrals 
 
DSU Early Alert System 
 Institution Website & Press Release/Case Studies 

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Xl4bpK_dgU 
• http://www.dsu.edu/news/2008/technology-award-10-15.aspx 
• http://www.docstoc.com/docs/47414829/Early-Alert-Student-Referral-System 

 
 Participating Institutions & Referrals 

Dakota State University – Patti Beck, Student Success & Retention Coordinator, 
605-256-5900, patti.beck@dsu.edu  

Education Dynamics 
 

Company Website & Press Release/Case Studies 
• http://www.educationdynamics.com/Retain-Students.aspx 
• http://www.educationdynamics.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=e22d36dc

-e4ee-4d9e-8640-0a91936e0b05 
• http://www.educationdynamics.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=df4e90e1-

51af-4c69-a4bb-db3cb1d0b1f2 
• http://www.educationdynamics.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=518c7989

-810a-4781-b508-65624aff059a 
 

Participating Institutions & Referrals 
A request has been submitted to obtain a list of participating institutions and 
referrals.  

 
Grades First 
  

Company Website & Press Release/Case Studies 
• http://www.gradesfirst.com/ 

 
Participating Institutions & Referrals 

A request has been submitted to obtain a list of participating institutions and 
referrals. Currently, institutions such as the University of Nebraska Lincoln, 
Colorado State University and Illinois State University utilize the product 

 
MapWorks 
 

Company Website & Press Releases 
• http://www.map-works.com/ 
• http://www.prweb.com/releases/2011/6/prweb8568692.htm 
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Participating Institutions and Referrals 
 

University of Alaska Anchorage – Bruce Shultz, Vice Chancellor Student 
Services/Dean of Student Development, 907-786-6149, anbrs@uaa.alaska.edu 
 
Grand Valley State University – Sue Korzinek, Director of Information 
Technology, 616-331-2035, korzines@gvsu.edu 
 
Central Michigan University – Jason Bentley, Director, First Year Experience 
989-774-2434, bentl1jm@cmich.edu 
 
Iowa State University – Ginny Arthur, Associate Director for Residence Life 
515-294-7619, varthur@iastate.edu 
 
University of Wyoming – Becky Vinzant, Asst. to the VP Student Affairs 
307-766-6440, rvinzant@uwyo.edu 
 

Retention Alert 
 

Company Website & Press Release/Case Studies 
• http://www.datatel.com/products/products_a-z/retention_alert.cfm 

 
Participating Institutions & Referrals 

 
Our Lady of the Lake University – Steven Salazar, Retention Coordinator, 210-
431-4070 
 
Lake Land College – Andrea Daily, Business Analyst, 217-234-5560 
 

Retention Pro 
 
 Company Website & Press Release/Case Studies 

• http://www.emaspro.com/enrollment-management-solutions/retention-pro/ 
• http://www.emaspro.com/emas-pro-clients/private-colleges/depaul.php 
• http://www.emaspro.com/emas-pro-clients/public-colleges/snhu.php 
• http://www.emaspro.com/emas-pro-clients/public-colleges/usc.php 

 
Participating Institutions & Referrals 
 

DePaul University – Jon Boeckenstedt, Associate Vice President for Enrollment 
Management, 312-362-5128, jboecken@depaul.edu. 
 
Northern Kentucky University – Kelly Beers Cantrall, Director of Enrollment 
Operations, beersk@nku.edu 
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University of South Carolina – Lewis Hutchison, Assistant Dean of Admissions, 
803-777-6605, lhutchis@law.sc.edu 

 
Starfish 
 

Company Website & Press Releases/Case Studies 
• http://www.starfishsolutions.com/sf/solutions/earlyalert.html 
• http://www.starfishsolutions.com/sf/news/pr/2011_03_02.html 
• http://www.starfishsolutions.com/sf/resources/casestudies.html 

 
Participating Institutions & Referrals 
 

Iowa Valley Community College – Robert L. Moore, Director, iCreate, Title III 
Distance Learning Project, 641.844.5563, robert.moore@iavalley.edu 
 
Paul Smith’s College – Loralyn Taylor, Registrar and Director of Institutional 
Research, 518- 327-6231, ltaylor@paulsmiths.edu 
 
East Carolina University – Jayne Geissler, Executive Director for Retention 
Programs and Enrollment Services, 252-328-4499, GEISSLERJ@ecu.edu 
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